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Based on interviews with 137 top Commission officials,
this 2002 book challenges assumptions about the
European Commission.
How successful has Romano Prodi been in reviving the
European Commission after the crisis of 1999? How
have Commissioner Chris Patten and Council SecretaryGeneral Javier Solana worked in the area of foreign
policy? Key themes such as these are discussedby an
international group of scholars.
An overview of Austria that includes information on
geography, history, government, language, culture, and
relations with North America.
THE PHENOMENAL INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
M. is a startling look into the fascist mindset, a portrait of
unrelenting determination, and an impeccable work of
historical fiction.
De broncode is een reconstructie van het
onwaarschijnlijke, maar waargebeurde verhaal van de
Nederlandse televisiereparateur Jan Sloot die erin
slaagde een wereldschokkende coderingstechnologie te
ontwikkelen. In maart 1999 raakte de kroonprins van
Philips, Roel Pieper, geïntrigeerd door de ontdekking van
Jan Sloot. Hij nam hij de uitvinding mee naar het hart
van Silicon Valley om er geldschieters voor te vinden.
Binnen enkele jaren zou de revolutionaire technologie
honderden miljarden dollars waard zijn, daar waren de
grote namen uit het internationale bedrijfsleven, Pieper
voorop, van overtuigd. Maar de euforie werd ruw
verstoord. Geheel onverwacht overleed Jan Sloot. De
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broncode van zijn uitvinding nam hij mee het graf in. Het
mysterie rond Sloot houdt de gemoederen tot op de dag
van vandaag bezig. De broncode, het langverwachte
boek van Quote-journalist en adjunct-hoofdredacteur
Eric Smit (1967), biedt een schat aan bizarre en
onthullende details die de lezers en betrokkenen uit het
(inter)nationale bedrijfsleven nog lang zullen heugen.
Irene has a husband, Adrian, three small children and though she doesn't know it - a marriage that is going
wrong. When she discovers that Adrian is having an
affair, the family is blown apart. Solace is a story of
contrasts. While Adrian finds new love and excitement,
Irene spirals into exhaustion, self-destruction and a kind
of madness. With their marriage in shreds and Adrian
whisking their daughters on a trip of a lifetime ti Australia
with his new lover, Irene finally reaches rock bottom. She
decides to leave the unbearable silence of her home for
a trip by herself to visit her brother Jem in France. And
as Irene soon realises, being along can mean
discovering freedom, elation and even in the darkest of
times, finding your solace.
`De eerste gratis kwaliteitskrant ter wereld. `De grootste
en beste krant van Nederland. `Een nieuw geluid in de
dagbladjournalistiek. Ambities volop toen de eerste
ideeën voor Dagblad De Pers op papier werden gezet.
Maar het realiseren van die droom kostte bloed, zweet
en tranen. En heel veel geld. In Gratis maar niet
goedkoop beschrijft freelancejournalist Govert Schilling
de ontstaansgeschiedenis en de eerste roerige jaren van
Dagblad De Pers. Een ware roller coaster ride van
wensdromen en nachtmerries, van successen en
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tegenslagen; een journalistieke soap opera met grote
egos en gebutste zielen.

The first ever comprehensive guide to computer and
video games, from the earliest arcade classics right
up to the present-day hits.
One of the world's leading mathematicians explores
the enigmas, paradoxes, and random qualities that
exist within the field of mathematics and discusses
his ground-breaking discovery of the Omega
number, a complex representation of unknowability.
Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
In THE EAGLE AND THE ROSE, Rosemary Altea
tells the remarkable story of awakening to her
psychic gifts as a medium and healer. As simple and
honest as the story is remarkable, THE EAGLE AND
THE ROSE describes how Rosemary Altea is
chosen to be the voice of the spirit world¿how she is
taken under the wing of a Native American spirit
guide named Grey Eagle and taught to use her
astonishing power to heal, go astral-travelling, and
perform soul rescue. Grey Eagle calls Rosemary "his
Rose" as he helps nurture her gift. In the casebook
section of THE EAGLE AND THE ROSE are 10
stories of astonishing impact - how a woman
decapitated in a train wreck relives her traumatic
death in Rosemary Altea's body in order to adjust to
life in the hereafter; how a tragic boating accident is
predicted months before the fact by Rosemary Altea
on a live radio show; how a dead child convinces his
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mother that he is safe with relatives on the spirit
plane. Behind all these moving communications is
Grey Eagle, Rosemary's mentor, constant
companion, and friend. His spirit pervades this book
as he focuses the spotlight on an important teaching:
Life may continue after death, but how we behave on
the Earth Plane does count. Grey Eagle elevates the
message in this book to a transcendent level. He
says, "We are all souls and must treat each other
with kindness." We are not human beings having a
spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings having a
human experience.
Fleeing King Manasseh's tyranny, Joshua leads the
faithful remnant to their new home in Egypt. But as
years pass, Joshua's desire for vengeance becomes
an obsession. Blinded by hatred, he makes rash
decisions, placing his loved ones in jeopardy. Amid
Joshua's turmoil comes an unexpected awakening of
love--a love that burns so intensely it draws him from
the dark inner seclusion where he often retreats. But
what will it take for him to grasp the great love his
Heavenly Father has for him...and for the chosen
people of Judah? (Chronicles of the King Book 5)
Introduces the reader to nine sustainable fisheries,
from Alaska, the Netherlands, and Denmark, to
South Africa and California and provides recipes for
the fish caught including South African hake and
English Dover sole.
This open access book examines more than two
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centuries of societal development using novel
historical and statistical approaches. It applies the
well-being monitor developed by Statistics
Netherlands that has been endorsed by a significant
part of the international, statistical community. It
features The Netherlands as a case study, which is
an especially interesting example; although it was
one of the world’s richest countries around 1850,
extreme poverty and inequality were significant
problems of well-being at the time. Monitors of 1850,
1910, 1970 and 2015 depict the changes in three
dimensions of well-being: the quality of life 'here and
now', 'later' and 'elsewhere'. The analysis of two
centuries shows the solutions to the extreme poverty
problem and the appearance of new sustainability
problems, especially in domestic and foreign
ecological systems. The study also reveals the
importance of natural capital: soil, air, water and
subsoil resources, showing their relation with the
social structure of the ‘here and now ?. Treatment
and trade of natural resources also impacted on the
quality of life ‘later’ and ‘elsewhere.’ Further, the
book illustrates the role of natural capital by dividing
the capital into three types of raw materials and
concomitant material flows: bio-raw materials,
mineral and fossil subsoil resources. Additionally, the
analysis of the institutional context identifies the key
roles of social groups in well-being development.
The book ends with an assessment of the solutions
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and barriers offered by the historical anchoring of the
well-being and sustainability issues. This unique
analysis of well-being and sustainability and its
institutional analysis appeals to historians,
statisticians and policy makers.
Beau McCain has become a successful lawyer, held
the family together, mended fences and watched
while others found love…. Now it's his turn. Or it
would have been if Beau had managed to show
Macy Randall that he wasn't just a substitute brother,
that he could be—was meant to be—the man for her.
But somewhere in the terrible breakup of her first
marriage was the reason she refused to try again.
Yet just as Beau has reconciled himself to a life
apart, an abandoned baby unexpectedly brings him
and Macy together, pitching them both into a
dramatic custody battle—reminding everyone that
when something's very precious, it deserves a new
start.
Now the land of Balaia, still riven by war, must live with the
consequences. The Dawnthief spell – designed to destroy the
world, but cast to save it – has torn a hole in the sky, a
pathway into the dragon dimension, and, through it, unfriendly
eyes are turning to Balaia. With war already sweeping the
land, there are no armies to send against the dragons. All that
stands between Balaia and complete dominion by these
tyrannous beasts is a tiny, but legendary band of
mercenaries: The Raven. And if they fail, Balaia will fall
beneath the wings of countless dragons… James Barclay has
created a fantasy epic of rare intensity and blistering pace
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peopled by characters you can believe in.
Boonstra is het verhaal van een eigenwijze provinciejongen
die zonder diploma’s of kruiwagens de meest
spraakmakende en ondernemende CEO van ons land zou
worden. Cor Boonstra wist tot vijf keer toe vriend en vijand te
verbazen met zijn succes: bij de SRV, bij Intradal, bij Douwe
Egberts, bij Sara Lee en tot slot als hoogste baas bij Philips.
Een jaar lang voerde reclameman Manfred Bik wekelijks
lange, openhartige gesprekken met Boonstra en andere
betrokkenen. Dit boek is het resultaat. In een pakkende stijl
beschrijft Bik Boonstra’s achtergrond, de rol van zijn vader,
zijn komeetachtige loopbaan en zijn tegendraadse aanpak –
op zoek naar een mogelijke verklaring voor zijn succes.
Boonstra is niet alleen een boeiend levensverhaal. Het is een
reis langs oer-Hollandse merken en biedt een
ongecensureerde kijk in de boardroom van grote
ondernemingen. Het is daarmee ook een boek met tijdloze
lessen voor iedereen die van plan is om het zelf ver te gaan
schoppen.
This edited volume presents and reflects upon empirical
evidence of ‘sustainability’-induced and -related transition in
food practices. The material collected in the various chapters
contributes to our understanding of the ways in which ideas
and preferences, sociotechnological developments and
changes in the governance of food interact and become
visible in practices of consumption, retail and production.
Uses 150 interviews to provide a behind-the-scenes look at
humorist Doug Kenney and his role in the history of the
revolutionary humor magazine "National Lampoon."
The national bestseller now in paperback: the revealing
personal memoir from Tom Perkins?renowned venture
capitalist, Silicon Valley and biotechnology pioneer, and one
of America?s most successful businessmen. Known for his
idiosyncratic ideas and golden touch, Tom Perkins has
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always been one of the business world?s most intriguing
figures. In this insightful memoir, Perkins recalls many
fascinating episodes of his life, both personal and
professional, including his involvement in the creation of
American industries no one could have dreamed of not long
ago.
The power of a visual image is determined by a complex
array of elements. Anyone who creates a page for a
magazine, makes a PowerPoint presentation, designs a
brochure, prepares a poster, or dreams up an idea for an
infographic is faced with some important questions: Why is it
better to position this photograph here rather than there?
What background color should be used for a presentation?
What is necessary to bear in mind when creating an internet
page? Is it better to use a table, a graph, or an infographic as
a visual aid? Should permission be sought to use an image
for a weblog? These are the kinds of questions that Visual
Language will answer. Following an introduction to the
subject, the book explains three important theories relating to
visual images: Gestalt, semiotics, and visual rhetoric. Using
these theories, the book then explores the fundamental
elements of visual language: composition, typography,
perspective, and color. Additionally, it presents applications
from everyday practice: photos, graphs and tables,
infographics, web pages, and magazine pages. The
combination of theory and practice makes this guide an
excellent reference work for both academic programs and
vocational studies. *** "Recommended". - Choice, Vol. 50,
No. 08, April 2013.
?A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a
comic!?Kate is an international model, and she’s agreed to
auction off a kiss for charity. The price keeps going up, and
the final bid is…eighty thousand dollars! The bidder is venture
capital giant Tiarnan Quinn, an old friend of Kate’s and her
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first love. Ten years ago, she told him how she felt about him,
and his rejection was cold and humiliating. He’s just as
intense and haughty as ever, but overflowing with the kind of
charm that instantly captivates women. He invites Kate to go
to an island in the Caribbean with him… What is he doing?
Kate knows it’s risky to go along with his ploy, but she wants
to get some closure for her youthful heartbreak, so she
decides to go along with it.

Straight-Line Leadership: Tools for Living with
Velocity and Power in Turbulent Times is Dusan
Djukich's highly anticipated introduction to his potent
world of straight-line coaching. Within these pages
he dramatically unveils exactly what it takes to live a
powerful and effective life both personally and
professionally. Regardless if you are a CEO, small
business owner, parent, or someone who simply
wants to make a difference, you will learn to master
powerful distinctions that you can apply immediately
to resolve the challenges that you are presently up
against. You will also become adept at assisting
others in solving their most pressing problems with
precision and grace. "This book boldly demonstrates
why Djukich is regarded as the ultimate performance
catalyst to business. He simply kicks the hell out of
the sacred cows that keep individuals and
businesses stuck." Brandon Craig, CEO, BiltRite
Corporation
This book represents a reconstruction of the ProtoGermanic vocabulary as attested in ancient and
modern Germanic languages and projected to the
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Proto-Germanic level. The volume contains valuable
linguistic information giving an outline of ProtoGermanic language, culture and pre-historic
tradition. It is the first attempt to reconstruct the
Proto-Germanic lexicon after the work of Falk and
Torp in the beginning of the XXth century.
Maria is a young singer with money problems, two
children from failed relationships and a depressive
ex-boyfriend. Faced with another pregnancy, she
decides not to keep the baby, but after the abortion,
threatening letters start to arrive. She flees from
Amsterdam to her sister's house by the coast, a
place redolent with memories of a childhood she
does not want to revisit. But when the death threats
follow her to her hiding-place, Maria begins to fear
not only for her life, but also for her sanity.
Drawing on the same standards of accuracy as the
acclaimed DK Eyewitness Travel Guides, DK Top 10
St. Petersburg uses exciting colorful photography
and excellent cartography to provide a reliable and
useful travel. Dozens of Top 10 lists provide vital
information on each destination, as well as insider
tips, from avoiding the crowds to finding out the
freebies, The DK Top 10 Guides take the work out of
planning any trip.
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1922 Edition.
Cellular Automata Transforms describes a new
approach to using the dynamical system, popularly
known as cellular automata (CA), as a tool for
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conducting transforms on data. Cellular automata
have generated a great deal of interest since the
early 1960s when John Conway created the `Game
of Life'. This book takes a more serious look at CA
by describing methods by which information building
blocks, called basis functions (or bases), can be
generated from the evolving states. These
information blocks can then be used to construct any
data. A typical dynamical system such as CA tend to
involve an infinite possibilities of rules that define the
inherent elements, neighborhood size, shape,
number of states, and modes of association, etc. To
be able to build these building blocks an elegant
method had to be developed to address a large
subset of these rules. A new formula, which allows
for the definition a large subset of possible rules, is
described in the book. The robustness of this
formula allows searching of the CA rule space in
order to develop applications for multimedia
compression, data encryption and process modeling.
Cellular Automata Transforms is divided into two
parts. In Part I the fundamentals of cellular
automata, including the history and traditional
applications are outlined. The challenges faced in
using CA to solve practical problems are described.
The basic theory behind Cellular Automata
Transforms (CAT) is developed in this part of the
book. Techniques by which the evolving states of a
cellular automaton can be converted into information
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building blocks are taught. The methods (including
fast convolutions) by which forward and inverse
transforms of any data can be achieved are also
presented. Part II contains a description of
applications of CAT. Chapter 4 describes digital
image compression, audio compression and
synthetic audio generation, three approaches for
compressing video data. Chapter 5 contains both
symmetric and public-key implementation of CAT
encryption. Possible methods of attack are also
outlined. Chapter 6 looks at process modeling by
solving differential and integral equations. Examples
are drawn from physics and fluid dynamics.
Challenges popular corporate practices of using
buzzwords and a pedigreed workforce to promote
agenda-based productivity, and makes lighthearted
and common-sense recommendations for being
professionally competitive in the real world.
Purple. The foundation of an influential trade in a Roman
world dominated by men. One woman rises up to take the
reins of success in an incredible journey of courage, grit, and
friendship. And along the way, she changes the world. But
before she was Lydia, the seller of purple, she was simply a
merchant’s daughter who loved three things: her father, her
ancestral home, and making dye. Then unbearable betrayal
robs her of nearly everything. With only her father’s secret
formulas left, Lydia flees to Philippi and struggles to establish
her business on her own. Determination and serendipitous
acquaintances—along with her father’s precious dye—help her
become one of the city’s preeminent merchants. But fear
lingers in every shadow, until Lydia meets the apostle Paul
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and hears his message of hope, becoming his first European
convert. Still, Lydia can’t outrun her secrets forever, and
when past and present collide, she must either stand firm and
trust in her fledgling faith or succumb to the fear that has
ruled her life.
A sexy, bohemian photobook following Kate Bellm's muses
across the globe This fabulously produced photobook is the
culmination of British photographer Kate Bellm's (born 1987)
10 years of travels with friends and lovers swimming, kissing
and skateboarding. Bellm's pure and atmospheric
photography seduces into an otherworldly psychedelic
paradise--with offbeat colorful landscapes, crazy cacti, hot
hazy vistas, flickering palms and colossal rock forms. Her
beautiful nudes build intoxicating narratives that radiate a
romantic and bohemian alchemy. Like a young and female
Helmut Newton, Bellm portrays femininity with fascination,
aligning elegance, sexuality and female empowerment. In
friends and lovers, Kate finds her models and muses--this
allows her to work with a sense of spontaneity and ease,
which takes on the charm of youthful freedom. Each image
takes the reader on a new sun-drenched road trip or
adventure.
My name is Yasmin Murphy, and I don't remember very much
about the morning that my mother died, which is odd, as
normally I remember everything. Everything. The Murphy
family has never tried to be different; they just are. When
Yasmin, the youngest sibling, was diagnosed with Asperger's
Syndrome, her older siblings learned to adapt to less
attention and more responsibility, to a sister with "special
abilities" that no one, not even they, could ever truly
understand. And then there's the way Yasmin sees it: she
sees music in color, and her mind remembers every tiny
detail of every day until sometimes she wishes she could just
forget. Since the deaths of their parents, the three siblings
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have become adults in their unique, tragic ways. Yasmin's
differentness polarizes her siblings. Asif, the responsible
oldest brother, has been left to take care of her by their
middle sister Lila, the stubbornly rebellious beauty who
resents Yasmin for her emotional distance, and for stealing
their mother's love and attention. Now, Lila leads a wayward
existence, drifting in and out of jobs and relationships,
avoiding the home where she was raised and where Asif and
Yasmin make their own brittle household. As Yasmin's
committed caretaker, Asif is worn down. A young
professional, he feels his freedom slipping away as he tries
hard to keep the remains of their family together. When the
unthinkable happens, threatening the Murphy siblings'
delicate balance, and sweeping in the chaos they've spent
their lives holding at bay, will they stand together or fall apart?
The Way Things Look to Me is a deeply moving portrait of
Brothers and Sisters, of three siblings caught between duty
and love in a tangled relationship both bitter and bittersweet.
Soon to be a major motion picture directed by George C.
Wolfe, produced by Denise Di Novi and starring Hilary
Swank, Josh Duhamel and Emmy Rossum Bec is adrift. It's
the summer before her junior year in college. She's sleeping
with a married professor, losing interest in her classes, and
equivocating about her career. She takes a job caring for
Kate, a thirty-six-year-old woman who has been immobilized
by ALS. As it turns out, before the disease Kate was a stylish
and commanding woman, an advertising executive and an
accomplished chef. Now, as she and Bec spend long days
together, Bec begins to absorb Kate's sophistication and her
sensuality, cooking for her, sharing her secrets, and gradually
beginning to live her own life with a boldness informed by
Kate's influence. The more intense her commitment to Kate,
the further Bec strays from the complacency of her college
life. And when Kate's marriage veers into dangerous territory,
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Bec will have to choose between the values of her old life and
the allure of an entirely new one.
A woman has disappeared without a trace from Hospital
South in Amsterdam. Upon investigation, three more women
seem to have disappeared in the same mysterious way. For
the first time in his career, a hospital means more to DeKok
than a place where wounded witnesses and criminals are
interrogated.
This work traces the development of the European decisionmaking process in the European Community in minute detail,
from the Summit Meeting in Paris (1957) to the most recent
European Council meeting. Special account is taken of the
momentous and at times controversial changes brought
about in this process, in particular by the Single European
Act. As well as consulting numerous well-known and
respected sources on European affairs, the much-travelled
author draws on his personal experience as a journalist,
presenting new and original conclusions on, for example, the
legal status of the European Council's communiques and
decisions. The issues touched upon afford much food for
thought and are all the more stimulating when seen against
the background of the internal market heralded for 1993 and
the ever-changing events in Eastern Europe.Following a
description of the roots of the European Council, the author
deals with: # the organizational rules and functioning of the
European Council, emphasizing the importance of European
Political Cooperation # the legal nature and form of the
European Council and its relations with the Community
institutions # the meetings and their results # the progress
made in decision-making over the years # the future of the
European Council. The book is completed with relevant
documentation, a comprehensive bibliography, a table of
cases of the Court of Justice of the EC, a table of articles
(EEC Treaty and SEA), a subject index and an index of
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names.
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